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After seeing these strange costumes, Mr. X almost fainted.

The legendary Slayer’s…

And they are invincible!

This force is the root of it!

This this this…

Are Daxia’s two types of legends finally coming out?

At this time everyone is more excited!

Have you finally waited for this powerful existence?

if so.
Then the main priest is really going to come out…Various signals now show that the two types of
existence in Daxia, the Summon Division and the Heavenly Master Mansion, both exist and have
appeared.

The chief priest also received the information.

Mr. X believes that they will go out soon.

The messages came one after another.

“We lost a lot of weapons?”

Mr. X received another message.

“Hoho, now that the Town Demon Division and the Heavenly Master’s Mansion have come out, it’s a
fart to lose a weapon!”

“It’s nothing but they stole our weapons and came to deal with us!”

…

Now Mr. X, they are all focused on the main priest.

Where can I get a weapon?

To put it bluntly, all are small things…

Levi Garrison naturally arranged the stealing of a large number of weapons.

As for what it will do, the Kingdom of God will never guess…

now.

On the western coastline of Warhawk Nation.

The wind is calm, everything is no different from before.

After all, now the Factions of the War Eagle Nation are not in a hurry to take action.

Although the people below don’t know what the senior leaders are watching…

But they can only relax to cope.

The guards were still smoking and drinking whiskey, chatting about the girl who was in the bar the other
day, very leisurely.

There is no sense of defense before the war…

But after all, the flames of war have nothing to do with them.

So they don’t need to be nervous.

It’s not even their turn…

Not only them, but even the great powers of the Warhawk Nation are in the same state.

I don’t even take this seriously.

One is easier than the other.

In particular, I heard that the base camp of the Kingdom of God was attacked just now.

They are more laid back.

